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I am writing to point out additional relevant results on this topic.
The loss of stability for the leapfrog method (explicit central difference time integration)

when the time step is varied is discussed in [3]. It is shown there for the test equation
ü=−ω2u that there does not exist a positive valuepmax such that restricting the time step
1tn by ω1tn< pmax ensures stability. Nor can stability be guaranteed if we also impose
a restriction on the time step ratios of the forma<1tn+1/1tn< b, wherea< 1< b. To
demonstrate instability, it is enough to considern1 steps of length1t1, followed by n2

steps of length1t2, for which one can obtain an explicit expression for the trace of the
amplification matrix. It can be shown that this trace will be less than−2 if we choose

2n1 arccos
ω1t1

2
+ 2n2 arccos

ω1t2
2
= π, 1t1 6= 1t2.

Method (A.1) explored in the Appendix of the Wright article occurs in the literature [6]
under the name LIM2. As the author observes, it does not satisfactorily deal with variable
stepsize. A method that does is the implicit midpoint method, for which the amplification
matrix is an orthogonal matrix. Of course, it has the same practical drawback of implicitness
as does LIM2. (Also, the implicit midpoint has two times the error of leapfrog and LIM2
has five times the error [5].)

Practical solutions to the problem of variable stepsize have been proposed in literature
on reversible and symplectic integration, e.g., [2, 1, 4].
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